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English

Spellings, and sentence 

types



Task 1

• Practice these spellings from the year 3-4 spelling list using look, cover, write 

• Write them in your neatest joined handwriting

• Write them in the funky bubble writing

1. though

2. thought

3. through

4. various

5. weight

6. woman

7. women

8. accident

9. accidentally

10. actual

Extension: can you include these words in a sentence and use an expanded noun phrase? 

Challenge- can you include any of these words in a sentence using a fronted adverbial?



Task 1

A question usually asks you something and ends with a question mark.
E.G Have you done your homework?

They are often urgent or angry, can be very short and contain 
an imperative verb. Commands Imperative verbs are also known 

as ‘bossy verbs’- they tell people what to do.
E.G Go and get your coat.

An exclamation is used when someone is surprised. 
It always starts with ‘How’ or ‘What’ and contains a noun 

and a verb. 
E.G How amazing is that! What a lovely day!

A statement is a sentence which tells you a fact, opinion or idea.
E.G A rainbow has seven colours.



Task 1





Task 2

Can you remember the four sentence types you have looked at?

Your job today is to write a short definition of what each one is.



Task 3



Task 4



Task 4 Answers



Task 5

Spelling test: get somebody to read the spellings to you and test you on how many 

you can remember.

1. though

2. thought

3. through

4. various

5. weight

6. woman

7. women

8. accident

9. accidentally

10.actual



Maths

Multiplication and 

Division



Task 1A-



Task 1A- Check your answers



Task 1B



Task 1B- Check your answers



Task 2A



Task 2A- Check your answers



Task 2B



Task 2B- Check you answers



Task 3A-



Task 3 A- Check you answers



Task 3B –



Task 3B answers



Task 4 Time yourself completing these problems every day. Can you beat your time?



Task 5 – Something fun home game/family challenge: Let’s play countdown

What you need to play (these will only take a couple of minutes to make) :
• 4 ‘large number’ cards with the numbers 25, 50, 75 and 100 on them
• cards with the digits 1-10 on them, with at least two cards for each number

How to play:
• Step 1: Set out 4 large number cards (25, 50, 75 and 100) face down and mixed up.
• Step 2: Do the same with the 1 – 10 cards, making sure you have at least 2 cards for each number.
• Step 3: Players take it in turns to select one of the big number cards or one of the small number 

cards, until there are 6 cards laid out all together.
• Step 4: Someone who is playing the game needs to generate a 3-digit number. This can be by 

throwing a dice, or selecting cards from a pile of 0 to 9 cards.
• Step 5: Once the number has been generated, turn over the six cards and players have to try and get 

to that total using any of the six number cards and any of the four operations.
Each card can only be used once and the winner is the first person to reach the total, or the player who 
is closest after a set length of time.
The game can be adapted for younger children, by choosing the numbers on the cards carefully and 

having them aiming to reach a 2-digit number, rather than a 3-digit number.

Here is a video to show you the resources and how to play 

https://youtu.be/RZgkr5_Xn58

https://youtu.be/RZgkr5_Xn58


Task 6

Keep practicing your times tables and maybe you could become 

a rock legend

https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student/21694

https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student/21694


Task 6

Keep practicing key skills and developing your maths 

knowledge using mathwhizz!

https://www.whizz.com/login/

https://www.whizz.com/login/


Curriculum 

(History)



Year – Hull Docks.

In this Summer term you will be studying Hull docks and you will 
understand where they are and how they have changed overtime.



Learning objective:

LO: To use aerial photographs to identify human and physical features 
around a dock.



Task 1 - Which of these is a human feature?



Human feature.

This is something that is man made.



Physical feature

This is something that is naturally there.



Task 2

Can you make a list of the human and physical features of Queens dock and 
Queens gardens.

Which one has more?

Is a dock human or physical?



Science

Physics



Year 3.

In this Summer term we are going to study plants and flowers.

In this lesson you are going to  recap learning and understand how 
water is transported around a plant.



Learning objective:

LO: To name and label the parts of a flower.



Recap.

This is at the bottom of the plant, 

underneath the ground, and it’s function is 

to ensure the plant stays upright and it 

allows water to travel from the ground to 

other parts of the plant.

This is at the top of the plant. These are 

used to attract insects to the plant, so that 

the insects can move pollen around to other 

plants of the same species . This is why 

they are usually brightly coloured. 

The function of this part of the plant is to 

take in lots of light for the plant. It uses this 

light, together with air and water, to make 

food for the plant. This is called 

photosynthesis.

This part of the plant is important because it 

carries water ad nutrients up from the roots 

to different parts of the plant. It also can 

help to keep the plant standing tall and 

upright, so it can get lots of light.

Roots

Flower

Leaves

Stem/Trunk

http://cdn1.arkive.org/media/18/18BB8889-F12F-4C60-8EC1-62344001EABC/Presentation.Large/Bracken-frond.jpg


Different parts of a flower.



The anther

• This produces male cells called pollen grains 
that help the flower reproduce.



The filament

• The filament is a stem like object that helps 
keep the anther up right and stops it from 
falling over.



The sepal

• This protects the unopened flower and stops it 
from becoming damaged.



The ovule

• This is where the female cells that help 
produce other flowers are kept.



The ovary

• This is the place inside the ovules that 
produces the female cells that help create 
other flowers. 



The style

• This is a stalk that helps connect the stigma to 
the ovaries.



The stigma

• This is where the pollen grows and is 
produced. It is sticky as this helps pollen land 
there.



The petal

• These are on the flower and are usually 
brightly coloured to attract insects



The pollen

• The pollen is collected by bees and is passed to 
another flower of the same species. This is 
how other flowers are created because the 
bee picks up male grains from the flower, and 
passes them to a female flower.



Task 3

• You are going to label the parts of a flower.



Sti  _ _ _

S _ _ _ _ 

Se _ _ _ 

ov _ _ _ 

p _ _ _ _ 

a _ _ _ _ _

fil _ _ _ _ _



Pollen

Ovules


